
Celebrity Nail Artist - Coca Michelle - Launches
Nail Art Charms Exclusively only at Kollectin

Celebrity Nail artist Coca Michelle

Renowned celebrity nail artist Coca Michelle makes her

debut into nail accessories with the launch of her nail

charms, now available exclusively on Kollectin.

LOS ANGELES, CA, USA, October 23, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Renowned celebrity nail artist

and Forbes 30 Under 30 honoree Class of 2023,

Coca Michelle makes her debut into nail accessories

category with the launch of her custom nail charms,

now available exclusively on Kollectin. Coca

Michelle's Nail Art Charms represent the

culmination of her illustrious 16-year journey in the

realm of nail artistry. These exquisite, meticulously

crafted pieces showcase her distinctive style—

marked by surrealism, whimsy, technical finesse,

and wearability. The collection includes a diverse

array of intricately designed charms, offering both

professionals and nail enthusiasts the opportunity

to elevate their nail artistry to new heights. With

options ranging from sophisticated, bespoke pieces

to simpler, mix-and-match selections, each charm

set allows for endless interpretation.

Coca is a first-generation British Vietnamese woman whose artistic vision is truly unique. Hailing

originally from London, she demonstrated her artistic inclinations at just 6 years old, when she

created her first airbrush design. At 26, she is a leader in her industry. Now based in Los Angeles,

she collaborates with prolific entertainers, celebrities, and fashion icons on a global scale. Coca's

client list includes: Megan Thee Stallion, Beyoncé, Bad Bunny, Muni Long, Xtina, Ari Lennox,

Rosalía, Jhené Aiko, Lori Harvey, Cardi B, Khloe Kardashian, Summer Walker, Teyana Taylor, and

Kehlani.

Coca Michelle is set to unveil her exclusive line of nail charms on Kollectin with three distinct

collections, in stylish, sustainable packaging tailored for both consumers and professional nail

technicians. 

http://www.einpresswire.com


Coca Michelle nail art exclusively available

on Kollectin

.

GOOD TEARS Collection

The most whimsical and joyous of her debut

designs, GOOD TEARS celebrates life's brighter

moments—the light at the end of every tunnel. A

delightful interplay of semi-sheer colors, bubbly

and fluid shapes, and positive 'affirmation'

accents, the GOOD TEARS collection reminds us

to see, smile, heal, and grow. 

RISING Collection

RISING is an ode to the Phoenix era—a rising from

the ashes from the depths of darkness, where

self-reflection and discovery build armored

strength and confidence. A mix of intricate

shields, interactive lockets, and keys in gold and

silver invoke the power resilience, protection,

personal unlocking: a tribute to finding the next

version. The RISING Collection prominently

features Coca’s hand-drawn Phoenix badge as

well as her signature logo mark.

FREQUENCY Collection

FREQUENCY is a call to safeguard precious energy and attunethe rhythms of creative flow. It is a

“The nails are a canvas for

the visual poet. I wanted to

create one-of-kind pieces

that spark 

inspiration and self-

expression. This is for the

nail lovers, from manicurist

to muse.””

Coca Michelle

keen nod to that elusive yet sublime state of artistic

immersion, the intuitive frequency within every creator,

best divined when one completely is in element. The

FREQUENCY collection is thoughtfully designed around a

core foundation of semi-precious stones, each containing

distinct energies and charges. Each charm is a unique

conduit creative vibrations, and an invitation to harmonize

with the frequencies that empower.

www.CocaMichelle.com

https://www.instagram.com/cocamichelle/

For more information about Kollectin visit

www.Kollectin.com 

Visit the Apple Store or GooglePlay store and download for iOS or Android 

http://www.CocaMichelle.com
https://www.instagram.com/cocamichelle/
http://www.Kollectin.com
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